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Schemas, Instances, and Database Schemas, Instances, and Database 
StateState

Database SchemaDatabase Schema
The description of the database The description of the database 
Specified during database designSpecified during database design
Expected to change when requirements Expected to change when requirements 
changechange

Schema DiagramSchema Diagram
Most data models have certain conventions Most data models have certain conventions 
for displaying schemas as diagramsfor displaying schemas as diagrams
Displays only some aspects of a schema, Displays only some aspects of a schema, 
such as names of record types and data such as names of record types and data 
itemsitems
Some constraints are difficult to representSome constraints are difficult to represent

Schema ConstructSchema Construct
Each object in the schema (e.g., student, Each object in the schema (e.g., student, 
course)course)
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ExampleExample
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Database State or SnapshotDatabase State or Snapshot

Actual data in the database may change Actual data in the database may change 
frequentlyfrequently
The data in the database at a particular moment The data in the database at a particular moment 
in time is called a in time is called a database statedatabase state or or snapshotsnapshot
Also called the Also called the current current setset ofof occurrencesoccurrences or or 
instancesinstances in the databasein the database
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Database Schema vs. Database StateDatabase Schema vs. Database State

The distinction is very importantThe distinction is very important

When we When we definedefine a database, we specify its a database, we specify its 
database schema only to the DBMSdatabase schema only to the DBMS

Database state is the empty state (w/ no Database state is the empty state (w/ no 
data)data)
Initial state: when the database is first Initial state: when the database is first 
populated or loaded with initial datapopulated or loaded with initial data
Current State: State at any point in time. Current State: State at any point in time. 
Every time an update operation is applied to Every time an update operation is applied to 
the database, database state changesthe database, database state changes
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Database Schema vs. Database Database Schema vs. Database 
StateState

Valid State: A state that satisfies the structureValid State: A state that satisfies the structure
and  the constraints specified in the schemaand  the constraints specified in the schema

The schema is sometimes called the The schema is sometimes called the intensionintension
and a database state is called an and a database state is called an extension extension of of 
the schemathe schema
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ThreeThree--Schema ArchitectureSchema Architecture

The goal is to separate user applications and physical The goal is to separate user applications and physical 
databasedatabase

Defines DBMS schema at three levels:Defines DBMS schema at three levels:
Internal schemaInternal schema at the at the internal levelinternal level to describe to describe 

data storage structuresdata storage structures and and access pathsaccess paths. Typically . Typically 
uses a uses a physicalphysical data model.data model.

Conceptual schemaConceptual schema at the at the conceptual levelconceptual level to to 
describe the describe the structurestructure and and constraintsconstraints for the for the wholewhole
database. Uses a database. Uses a conceptualconceptual or an or an implementationimplementation
data model.data model.

External schemaExternal schema at the at the external levelexternal level to describe the to describe the 
various various user viewsuser views. Usually  uses  the same data . Usually  uses  the same data 
model as the model as the conceptual levelconceptual level..

Mapping: Process of transforming requests and results Mapping: Process of transforming requests and results 
between levelsbetween levels
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Levels of AbstractionLevels of Abstraction

A major purpose of database system is to A major purpose of database system is to 
provide users with an abstract view of provide users with an abstract view of 
the datathe data
Physical level:Physical level: describes how a record describes how a record 
(e.g., customer) is stored.(e.g., customer) is stored.
Logical level:Logical level: describes data stored in describes data stored in 
database, and the relationships among database, and the relationships among 
the data.the data.
View level:View level: application programs hide application programs hide 
details of data types.  Views can also details of data types.  Views can also 
hide information (such as an employeehide information (such as an employee’’s s 
salary) for security purposes. salary) for security purposes. 
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View of DataView of Data

An architecture for a database system 
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